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WHEN BRAND STORY

When® brand was created by Jin Han Lee, a healthcare 

specialist, to bring the high-quality skin treatments from 

dermatologist clinics and spas to fit the lifestyles of busy 

modern women who may not have the 'time' to afford such 

luxuries. To do so, he used the latest skincare innovations and 

research to craft a gentle yet effective skincare ranges to provide 

PREMIUM, INTELLIGENT SKIN CARE SOLUTIONS 

whenever your skin needs a ‘mini spa by skin intelligence’ 

experience
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WHEN PRODUCT LINES (1): BIO-CELLULOSE FACIAL SHEET MASKS

When® began in 2011 with premium sheet masks created

with advanced bio-cellulose technology. The

biodegradable, all-natural Skin-to-Skin sheets made from

fermented coconut water are infused in gentle yet

effective Bio-Craft Serum formulated with Sodium

Hyaluronate, Ginseng Extract, and various high quality

plant extracts to address the visible signs of aging, skin

firmness, tone, texture, and radiance.

Dermatologically tested, paraben-free, phthalate-free,

sulfate-free, triclosan-free, no animal testing, and fully

notified in the EU CPNP & UK SCPN.

Chosen by ELLE US magazine as Top 3 Best Sheet Mask,

Winner of the Best Sheet Mask Award at the Indie

Beauty EXPO 2018, and chosen by as Best Sheet Mask

by 2019 Teen Vogue Acne Awards!

Premium Bio-Cellulose Sheet Masks for Face
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In order to provide a more complete skincare solution, When® premium

bio-cellulose sheet mask line was extended from the face to the neck and

breasts with brightening and firming benefits with special ingredients

such as Pearl Extracts, Hydrolyzed Collagen, Colloidal Platinum,

Volufiline™ and Pomegranate Extracts.

Like all other When® brand products, When Beauty and the Breast and

When Youth Recharger for Neck masks are dermatologically tested, free

from harsh chemicals such as parabens, phthalates, sulfates, or triclosan,

no animal testing, and fully notified in the EU CPNP & UK SCPN.

Premium Bio-Cellulose Sheet Masks for Body
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WHEN PRODUCT LINES (2): BIO-CELLULOSE BODY SHEET MASKS
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For consumers who are not so used to the sheet-type masks, When® launched

3 luxurious cream masks with unique textures and innovative formulations

containing the world’s purest ingredients. They are dermatologically-tested,

do not contain any parabens, phthalates, artificial fragrances or colors, not

tested on animals, and fully notified in the EU CPNP & UK SCPN.

Available in 2 convenient sizes (1 fl oz/30 ml mini/travel size or 3.4 fl oz/100

ml full size), the cream mask trio set includes 2 wash-off cleansing masks

(Rose Coconut Gentle Exfoliating Scrub Mask and Creamy Mud Pore

Clarifying & Minimizing Mask) that will enhance the effectiveness of any

When bio-cellulose sheet masks or the Berry Dual Gel & Cream Sleeping mask.

In addition, When Berry Dual Sleeping mask has been acclaimed for its

unique dual gel & cream texture inside one jar, special ingredients such as

Swiss Edelweiss Flower Stem Cells, and clinically proven anti-aging benefits.

Cream Mask Trio 
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WHEN PRODUCT LINES (3): CREAM MASKS
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When® also has a second-line called Simply When® for younger

consumers looking for ‘affordable mini spa on-the-go’ experience.

Made with ultra-soft cotton linter sheets and high quality gentle

essence, Simply When sheet masks are light and breathable as they

are made with 100% cotton linter (the baby soft hair around the

cotton seed) instead of synthetic fiber. Due to the finely woven

structure of the Bemliese fabric sheet, it adheres well to the skin

and effectively delivers the essence’s nutrients to skin in just 20-

minutes anywhere, whenever you want! 5 types addressing major

skin concerns: Soothe, Smooth Out, Firm Up, Illuminate, Hydrate

Dermatologically tested, paraben-free, phthalate-free, sulfate-free,

no animal testing, and fully notified in the EU CPNP & UK SCPN.

Simply When Ultra-Soft Cotton Linter Bemliese Sheet Masks
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WHEN PRODUCT LINES (4): COTTON LINTER SHEET MASKS
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When® also launched Simply When® Vegan Certified Sheet Mask line

to meet the growing global trend of eco-friendly Vegan lifestyle. These

easy to use, affordable sheet masks use soft, hydrating vegan sheets

made from eco-friendly bamboo lyocell fibers and bamboo charcoal

are soaked in high quality gentle essence formulated with key

ingredients from Jeju Island of Korea, a UNESCO World Natural

Heritage Site well-known for its unique and clean ecology. Four gentle,

clean solutions to address major skin concerns: Soothing, Firming,

Brightening, and Purifying. Protect your skin and the environment

with the eco-friendly, Simply When Vegan Certified Sheet Masks.

#veganbeauty

Dermatologically tested, paraben-free, phthalate-free, sulfate-free, no

animal testing, and fully notified in the EU CPNP & UK SCPN.

Simply When Vegan Certified Sheet Masks with Special K-Ingredients
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WHEN PRODUCT LINES (5): VEGAN CERTIFIED SHEET MASKS
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When Revivifying® skincare line is When’s first skincare line with ‘anti-

aging’ benefits.

The key active ingredient is the brown algae extract (INCI: Ecklonia

Cava extract) of Jeju Island, a volcanic island in South Korea known for

its clean environment and unique ecology. Ecklonia cava are edible,

packed with marine polyphenols, and found to have antioxidant, anti-

inflammatory, antidiabetic, and anticancer properties. WHEN Beauty

collaborated with a biotech R&D company to add a patented form of the

brown algae extract called SEANOL® in the serum and cream to increase

their effectiveness.

Notably, the PURE FIVE SERUM, which only contains 5 ingredients

(water, ecklonia cava extract, hyaluronic acid, vitamin C, 1,2-hexanediol)

and is paraben-free, phthalate-free, fragrance-free, and allergens-free, was

selected as one of four finalists in the 2019 COSMOPROF North America

Awards for Best Skincare Product.

REVIVIFYING 

Anti-Aging 

Skincare
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WHEN PRODUCT LINES (6): ANTI-AGING SKINCARE
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When® also launched SUPERWHEN for MEN, a special skincare line for

men with anti-pollution benefits in 2019.

Anti-pollution is a growing global concern as studies show one in two

people are exposed to urban pollution (heavy metals, fine particles like

micro-dust, hydrocarbons, sulphured compounds and other toxic

chemical compounds, ozone). Irritated, suffocated, skin loses its natural

glow and ages prematurely.

The key active ingredient of the SUPERWHEN line is URBALYS® from

Greentech France, a pioneer in plant biotechnology. URBALYS® is

derived from Schisandra Chinensis, an Asian fruit (called ‘omija’ in

Korean as it has 5 tastes and helps to balance the body by stimulating

the 5 main bodily organs – lungs, stomach, intestines, heart, and liver)

known for its adaptogenic property. URBALYS® has a high content of

lignans (large group of polyphenols) and helps to detox, purify, restore

balance, smooth texture, radiance, and protect skin from urban pollution.

Notably, the ALL-IN-ONE SPEEDSTER moisturizer was showcased in

2019 COSMOPROF Asia’s COSMO TRENDS Report as a Notable

REDUCE TO SEDUCE product for its multiuse, sustainable approach,

SUPERWHEN For MEN Anti-Pollution Skincare
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WHEN PRODUCT LINES (7): MEN’S ANTI-POLLUTION SKINCARE
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WHEN GLOBAL PR ACTIVITIES (1)
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Featured in Major Global Media

Editorials: Allure, ELLE US,

Cosmopolitan, Forbes, Teen Vogue,

Harper’s Bazaar, Lucky, Popsugar,

Marie Claire, People en Español,

Refinery29, Travel+Leisure, UK’s

Top 5 Daily Press (Daily Mail, The

Guardian, The Telegraph,

Independent, The Sunday Times),

Glamour UK & Spain, Stylist,

Stella, ELLE Japan & Netherlands,

Vogue Spain & Australia.

Also featured on CBS, Warner Bros,

E! TV, KTLA TV with the NY

Times Bestseller Gorgeously

Green’s Sophie Uliano, Modern

Living with Kathy Ireland,

Rachael Ray Magazine, and more.

MEDIA PR
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Participate in top reputable beauty

shows to increase brand exposure,

showcase star products, and receive

third-party recognition via beauty

awards and retail buyer approvals.

BEAUTY SHOWS

WHEN GLOBAL PR ACTIVITIES (2)
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Increase brand and product awareness directly with consumers through

targeted sampling and product placement in major beauty boxes such

as fabfitfun, Allure Beauty Box, Gorgeously Green Sophie’s Picks,

Facetory, Enchantment Box to generate a genuine fan base.

Collaborate with major beauty influencers to increase brand awareness

utilizing the influencers’ testimonials and product features on social

media and online.

BEAUTY BOX SAMPLING & 

INFLUENCER COLLABORATIONS

WHEN GLOBAL PR ACTIVITIES (3)
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Utilize and post creative content inspired by the

products and generated by the brand & influencers

to engage end-consumers to grow organically in

social media (Instagram + Facebook)

Increased real following from end-consumers and

their testimonials will add more credibility to the

brand.

Contests, giveaways, and attractive & relevant

content will augment consumer experience of the

brand and raise their satisfaction levels.

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING

WHEN GLOBAL PR ACTIVITIES (4)
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Cross share and utilize content created

by relevant PR and marketing

activities from other EU countries

(France, Norway, Sweden, Poland,

Netherlands, Italy, UK, Spain).

UTILIZE CONTENT 

FROM OTHER 

MARKETS (EU)
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UTILIZE CONTENT 

FROM OTHER 

MARKETS 

(Middle East)

Cross share and utilize content created

by relevant PR and marketing

activities from the Middle East (UAE,

Kuwait, Qatar, Saudi Arabia).
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